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The same military base where Oz was created witnesses the birth of another AI.The same military base where Oz was created witnesses the birth of another AI.

The only problem?

The military is the one who sets the ground rules.

So, what is a new daddy AI supposed to do?So, what is a new daddy AI supposed to do?

Meanwhile, others are attacking the college, and Giles has to get his game on to protect his students - Space

Archaeologist style.

And Molly is faced with the biggest and most dangerous meeting of her whole adult life.

She is going to meet her parents.She is going to meet her parents.

What could possibly go wrong?

--- PLEASE NOTE ---

Inside this book is cursing, amusing cursing, but cursing nonetheless. If bad language offends you, perhaps this book
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is not for you.

Set on the foundation laid by the Kurtherian Gambit Series, The Ascension Myth tells an entirely new story in the
Age of Expansion--when the Etheric Empire is fast becoming the Etheric Federation with all of the trials and
tribulations that come with bringing together different peoples, systems, and ideals.
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